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W

hy did you decide to come to

fountain at the front gate. More

Furman?" a member of

than

Furman's Advisory Council asked

a studem at a recent meeting. "I

800

rosebushes of 21 different

varieties bloom in the rose garden.
The lawns have been unusually

knew," she said, "this was where I

green this spring. The Bermuda

wamed to spend my next four

grass was fertilized and overseeded

years as soon as I drove in the

with rye grass last fall. The lawns

front gate."

were fertilized again at Easter, so

Last spring a Furman
_. inistrator asked the same
aclm
question of a student visiting in

that after a rain of several days the
grass grew furiously.
"Keeping the grass cut and
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Furman students say they decided

of grounds at Presbyterian College,

to auend the university because of

Burriss has been at Furman about

its academic reputation, many

a year. With a grounds crew of ten,

only found out about the academic

he is responsible for all the

program after they were attracted

plaming, culling, trimming and

to Furman by its campus. Other

everything else that goes along

visitors have been equally

with keeping up

impressed. After driving through

750

acres.

''I'm still memorizing the

the campus a few years ago, a

campus, although I know it preuy

Californian wrote that he had

well by now," he says.

COVERS

visited all of the best known

In spring, lush blossoms weigh down

colleges in the coumry and

When asked if he has any special
plans for the campus, Burriss says

the limbs of Furman's crabapple trees

thought Furman's campus was the

he and his crew are working on a

(front cover), while thou sands of

most beautiful.

lot of projects and he has a few

dogwood (back cover) and other
flowering trees and shrubs flood the
campus with brilliant color. The
photograph on the front cover is by
Blake Praytor; the one on the back
cover is by Rob Sprecher.

Furman Unwer.uty offers equal opportunity in

th t>mpluyment, admissions and educational
aunntzeJ 1n compliance with Title I X and other
( wll nght.\ laws.

If any season is the most

ideas he would like to try in the

beautiful at Furman, it is spring.

future. "Right now we're trying to

Thousands of flowering dogwood,

pay more auention to detail work.

azaleas, crabapples, redbud trees,

We're trying to get everything in

Bradford pears and magnolia trees

good shape."

line the roads and walkways and

For some of us, it's hard to

provide brilliant patches of red,

imagine the campus in beuer

white and pink all over the

shape. But chances are, next

campus. Pink Japanese flowering

spring will be even more

cherry trees circle the main

spectacular at Furman.
M.H.

Blake Praytor

Striking the Balance
in the Sixties
As editor of the Florence Morning News,

James A. Rogers disagreed with most of his
readers on the subject of desegregation.
Yet he managed to keep their respect, as he
led the community to better race relations.
By James A. Rogers

I

t was lonely in the sixties for

forced out of his job and u l timately

denying the black man his right of

liberal newspaper editors in the

out of the state because he had come

meaningful franchise or that I had not
supported the States' Rights ticket in

·

South. D uring those years the

out in support of the Supreme Court's

newspapers in South Carolina

1 954 decision that outlawed public

1948. I was welcomed back by written

generally reflected the attitudes on the

school segregation. He was

and spoken word. A ringleader in the

race question of their white readers,

intel lectually brilliant and morally

strong White Citizen's Council stated

who by a vast majority stood by the

idealistic, but he was young,

they now had someone in the editor's

"never" position on public school

unseasoned, sometimes inconsistent,

chair who would speak the truth.

desegregation. Of the 14 daily

and surprisingly insensitive to the

newspapers in the state, all but two

depth of Southern mores. He also

My problem as I returned was not a
simple one. I t involved being honest

sounded what might be called the

possessed a flavor for writing in ways

with myself on a matter that was

"party line. "

calculated to stir public wrath. But on

greatly disturbing the public mind,

the basic issue of social j ustice, he was

being effective as an editor, and

The two exceptions were the
Greenwood Index-journal, edited by

also right. The trouble was that he was

the late Ed Chapin, and the Florence

so far ahead of his time that no one

Morning News, which I edited. The

lis tened, or, if they did, they reacted in

story went around among some

anger.

members of the South Carolina Press

Upon his departure I was asked to

james A. R ogers, class of 1927, served
as editor of the Florence Morning

Association that when Ed Chapin and

come back to pick up the pieces,

News for more then 30 years. At the

I went into a room and closed the

reverse the downward circulation

request of the editor of the Furman

door, the liberal press in South

spiral of the newspaper, and,

Magazine, he agreed to w rite about

Carolina was in session.

hopefully, regain the support and

some of his personal experiences

respect of readers. I debated long

during the volatile sixties. Dr. R ogers

I have never considered myself a
liberal in the great liberal tradition,

whether to undertake it. I was not

has served on numerous boards and

except in the matter of social j ustice

particularly unhappy in what I was

committees, including the National

and human rights. But in the sixties

doing but I somehow felt that

Comm ittee for Support of Public

you were at best a liberal and at worst

whatever talents I had were not being

Schools and the South Carolina

a communist if you did not stand

used to the best advantage. So in

Commission for Higher Education.

among the majority who, like our

August 1 956 I returned to the

He is cofounder of Francis Marion

forefathers, were willing to stake all in

editorship I had left four years earlier.

defense of a "lost cause. "
Actually I had been asked in 1 956 to

Readers' recollection of my earlier
four years as editor proved no problem.

College and cha irman emeritus of the
State College Board of Trustees
governing Francis Marion, Lander

come back as editor of the Florence

Apparently no one remembered, or

College and the College of C harleston.

Morning News because I was thought

cared if they did, that I had supported

He has received many honors for h is

to hold generally moderate views on

Judge Waites Waring's decision

public service, including honorary

the race question. The young man

outlawing the South Carolina

degrees from Furman and four other

who had become editor in 1953 was

Democratic Party as a private club for

colleges.
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holding the respect of the public even

A bove: Dr. R ogers was recently named

when we were in disagreemen t.

the Outstanding Older South

time it afforded me an editorial

Walking that tightrope would not be

Carolinian of 1985.

position which I considered at least

easy.

educational experience, but at that

one step ahead of those who were

Like most Southern whites at that

manning the ramparts against a l l

time I was deficient i n my education

attempts t o render meaningless that

on social issues. I was Southern by

wasn ' t because I was against the black,

euphemism called the "Southern way

birth, by tradition, by habits, by

but because I was for him, I reasoned;

of l i fe. "

every thing that made a Southerner,

not because I wished to keep him in

even to having had grandfathers -one

his place, but because I wished for him

forethought, I set my course, as an

a slaveowner, the other not - who

to have every opportunity that I had to

editor, to try �o stay at least one step

marched off to war during the 1860s.

make a place for himself, and because

ahead of prevai l ing opinion but not

When the Supreme Court ruled out a

I believed, too, that he could best

too far lest I render void any capability

segregated school system, it was hard

achieve that within an atmosphere and

for leadership. That had been the

to believe. I had never known anything

among surroundings where there

problem with my predecessor. He was

but a segregated South and had never

would be no social tension to embitter

right but he had been right at a time

raised any serious questions about it.

him or retard his development. That,

when the importance of being right in

In that, I don ' t think I was different

it then seemed to me, could happen

that sense and at that time had not

from the average white Southerner of

best only i n a black school

found its way into the Sou thern
conscience.

So q u i te del i berately and w i th

that time. Only i n recent years had the

environment - providing black

l ight begun to dawn, as the black man

schools were not inferior to white

jol ted the conscience of the South by a

schools. That was, of course, falling

South Carolina professor wrote a book

new phenomenon called nonviolent

back upon the old "separate bu t

entitled Profile in Black and Wh ite. It

action.

eq ual" doctrine that the South had

was in real ity a profile of South

never implemented.

Carolina editors and their role in the

Still I believed myself basically a
segregationist, but for an entirely
different reason from most others. It
4

Discovering the fa llacy of that
doctrine would be a part of my

About that time, a University of

defense of segregation. He had high
praise for the previous editor but
The.Furman Magazine

declared that I had succeeded him as

them to explain that their meetings

an "orthodox segregationist." I

would not be covered by the newspaper

Christian goodw ill to the social

considered that a misinterpretation of

i n the i nterest of a frank and candid

revolution swirling around us. At

my position, but excused h i m on the

exchange across color lines.

every place we were cordially received

basis that he was not walking in my
moccasins - a fact made clear by his

In the fall of 1 962, when street
demonstrations were exploding across

whi tes and blacks to respond w i th

by surprisingly large delegations of lay
representatives and clergymen. At

discreet decision to q u i t his job and

the South, I was invited to attend a

Kings tree one man who appeared

leave the state before his book came off

weekend Lu theran Faith and Life

somewhat hostile wan ted to know

the press.

Conference at Li tchfield Beach.

what the black man wanted. Someone

Attending that conference were 50

arose in the audience to reply that "as

My education on racial matters
continued as mounting pressures,

Lu therans from across the state,

an American citizen, he wants every

court decisions, street demonstrations

gathered to discuss a broad range of

right that belongs to me as an

and waves of racial bigotry swept the

community problems and application

South in newspapers, editorial

American citizen, and he's entitled to
i t . " At that time and in a county w i th

columns, legislative halls and even in

a majority black population and one

the churches.

of the most economically deprived in

In the meantime, the base of the
desegregation movement had

"I set my course, as an

broadened beyond the schools to

editor, to try to stay one

encompass every thing that concerned

step ahead of prevailing

equality of opportunity, j ustice under
the law and the whole spectrum of
human rights for American citizens of
whatever race, color or creed. It soon
became apparent that to stand on

opinion - but not too far,
lest I render void any
capability for leadership. "

the state, I cou l d hardly believe I was
hearing that kind of answer. But
having heard it, I knew then that the
message was getting across and that
South Carolina would come through
without serious loss to its dignity as a
state.
In the mid-sixties, I served on a
committee in my community designed
to bring whites and blacks together for

"separate but equal," while perhaps
phi losophically sound, was a moral

group dialogue during a week of

incongruity in a free society.

evening conferences in which small

The message was "change" : that

of the Christian ethic to them. As i t

group discussions would be followed

society doesn ' t stand still but moves

turned out, the talk centered on the

by a general meeting to hear invited

forward w i th a defiant inexorability;

race question. I, a silent participant,

guests speak on subjects pertaining to

that the might of massed police armed

was so im pressed that I returned to

the hu man equation. The planning

w i th clubs, police dogs and firehose

Florence to try to organize and

committee was biracial and the appeal

cannot stay the right of ideas whose

implement a weekend conference of

was to the whole community - black,

time has come; and that h istorically

Florence citizens to meet at the same

white, Jew, Gentile, privileged,

the South had enslaved itself much as

place - away from busi ness and

underprivi leged. Guest speakers for

it had enslaved the black man. In an

telephone interruptions for a frank

the general meetings included Dr.

effort to stay ahead w i thout getting too
far ahead, my message was couched in

exchange about race relations in

Carlyle Marney; Dr. Kyle Haselden,

Florence.

editor of the Christian Century; Dr.

an obliqueness whose meaning I

One month later, a con ference of

Benjamin Payton, president of
Benedict College; George Pol k, Jr.,

hoped would be understood by those

approximately 70 Florence citizens

who thought w i th their m i nds and

representing a broad cross-section of

chaplain supervisor, Harlem Hospital

perhaps mi ssed by others who were

the city - l awyers, doctors, industrial

Center in New York City; and John C.

leaders, merchants, ministers,

West, lieutenant governor of South

government leaders, Chamber of

Carolina.

controlled by their emotions.
Little Rock, Oxford, Mon tgomery
and Birmingham might not have told

Commerce officials and educators -

us what to do, but they have certainly

did meet at Litchfield and pledged

Group discussion leaders included a
black chaplain from Harlem, one or

told us what not to do, I reminded my

themselves to make their iqfluence felt

two local persons, and a North

readers. Timing was important.

back in Florence for racial peace and

Carolina Baptist leader well known for

Avoiding salvos too heavily loaded

jus tice. Some will tell you now that

his success in individual and group

was a part of wisdom. Quiet

that unpu blicized con ference became

counseling.

commun ication unreported in print

the key that opened the door to a

became a method. Formation of a

nonviolent transition in Florence

Community Relations Com m i t tee -so

marked by grace and style.

named to avoid using the term

A short time later, I travelled across

As a member of the committee and
editor of the newspaper, I saw to it
that the program was well publicized
before and during the week, including

"biracial" - was initi ated, and a full

the state w i th Bishop Paul Hardin,

a fu l l-page display advertisement

page newspaper public service ad,
published over a supporting statement

Robert Davis of R.L. Bryan and

asking such questions as, "What is it

Company, and Bob Hickman, then

l i ke to be a black man i n a

signed by leading and influential

heading the State Parks, Recreation

predominantly white community?"

Florence citizens, opened the way for

and Tourism Department, to attend

"What is i t l i ke to be a Jew in a

i nterracial exchange. At the first

pre-arranged mass meetings in

predominantly Gen tile city?" " What is

meeting of the committee, I met w i th

Methodist churches for encouraging

it like to be economically deprived

Spring, 1985
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amid the economically affluent, and to
live on the prover bial wrong side of
the tracks?"
Needless to say, the white
community did not turn out in mass,
and neither, for that matter, did the

"Some people still don't

sixties, the church to wh ich I belong

accept the ful l meaning

took up in conference the matter of

of the parable of the
Good Samaritan .... "

whether blacks should be seated if they
appeared for a worship service. Only a
thin maj ority said yes. The official
policy of that church i s now

blacks. But for five nights there were

nonexclusion as to membership, and

about 500 people present with a near

when the matter was discussed in

50-50 ratio between w h i tes and blacks.

conference recently not a voice was

Those who did attend found it to be

rai sed against it, a far cry from the

both stimulating and exhi larating

have been successful in maintaining

mood of earlier years. Yet I must say

and, more importantly, an experience

that balance.

that some people still don't accept the

of discovery. As a result of the group

Let me emphasize that I was by no

full meaning of the parable of the

means al one. There were many who

Good Samaritan or the message to

seated in a circle and sharing their

supported, encouraged and made their

Simon Peter on the rooftop at Joppa.

thoughts from their own social

voices heard. From his pulpit in First

But there's a sens i tive and perceptive

backgrounds, one white participant

Baptist Church, Dr. Edward L. Byrd

new generation now in the lead who

later said, "You know, this was the

sounded l i ke an Old Testament

do understand and accept the meaning

first time in my l ife that I had really

prophet so courageously did he speak

of both, and who have set the pulpi t

discussions, w i th whi tes and blacks

seen the individual black person.

to the issues of the times. Two blocks

free to speak with prophetic

Heretofore, I had always seen them in

down the street, from the pulpit of

conviction.

the mass and not as individuals w i th

Central Methodist Church, Melvin

aspirations l i ke my own. "

Medlock spoke with a clear voice and

It reminded me that I, too, had been
no different. A short while earlier, the

The public school system survives,
more vigorous than ever. A new

w i th the love of a man who was loved

generation of w h i te youth, now

in turn. And there was a physician, my

accus tomed to si tting in the same

Florence mayor and one or two others

doctor and a leading diocesan

cl assroom w i th thei r black brothers

had met in my newspaper office to

Epi scopalian, whose love for all men

and sisters, are wonder ing what the

select persons suitable to serve on the

was all -encompassing, and who was

fuss was all about. A college dean told

Community Relations Committee -

the first man I went to for assistance in

me j u st recen tly that he was hard put

ten to be w h i te and ten to be black. I

organizing the weekend conference at

to try to explain to his incredulous

had no problem about the whites, but

Litchfield Beach.

teenage son why South Carolina and

in a city whose population was about

Knowing all that I know now, I

the South went through such a trauma

35 percent black, I discovered that I,

would not choose different years to be

over removing the barriers that

the editor of a newspaper, could not

editor than the years when I was in

deprived black cit izens of their j ust

identify ten blacks by name in all that

that role. During the early and middle

rights as American citizens.

city. That came as a jolt, for it made

years of the seventies when so many of

me realize that, though I considered

the civil rights battles had been won,

myself l i beral in terms of race

the issues became somewhat blurred.

much progress remains to be made in

relations, I had stereotyped the black

But during the sixt ies, they stood out

developing a healthy sense of human

man into the mass and did not know

very sharply, and very clear ly,

value. We must broaden our under

him as an individual . I had later

requiring no special insight to see that

standing of tolerance. Poverty of body,

reali zed how much w i sdom, insight,

h istory had overtaken and, indeed, was

mind, and spi r i t still binds us.

brainpower, understanding, talent

overrunning the segregated South.

Eq uality of j u stice eludes us. Equal

and, indeed, basic Ch ristianity, the

Marshal Frady, Furman graduate and

opportunity remains an unreali zed

black man has to offer if we but know

distinqui shed American author, tells

goal. Respect for people as people is

him, or her, as individual persons.

how i t was in language of classic

still victimized by a blinding prej udice.

My j udgment is that the two persons
in the most sensi tive position during

Still, many problems remain. There
are great areas of social disease, and

beauty: "The breath really hit the

But if we apply our conscience and

bottom of the lungs in those days. It

our resources diligently, we can bu i ld
for the South and the nation a society

those years were the editor and the

was such a swashbuckling moral

minister. I'm not sure how I would

pageantry, and th ings were so clear,

that absorbs the benefits of change

have fared in the pulpit, but I know

the issues and the villains so palpably

wi thout loss of the prime spiri tual and

how difficu l t it would have been to

dis tinct, passionately distinct. It was

cult ural qualities that have given us

speak out when the church was more a

really a lyric season."

dist inction.

reflection of the culture than a
spiri tual dynamic to inject into the
·

D

I recall the sta tement made by
Carlyle Marney in the midst of those

cult ure the basic implication and

years: "There's a social revolu tion

meaning of the Christian ethic. I

under way, and Southern Baptists in

R ight: The author of Richard

know, too, that the best that an editor

God's w h i te hand have had precious

Furman : Life and Legacy, Dr. R ogers
autographs a copy of the book for two

could hope for was to retain the

l ittle to do w i th it except when run

respect of his readers, even though he

over from the rear." That caustic

descendants of R ichard Furman, Dr. ].

knew that there were many who

cri ticism does not apply w i th the same

Earle Furman and h is son, R ichard H.

di sagreed. I l i ke to believe that I may

force as when he said i t . Early in the

Furm an.
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THE
SHERIDAN
FACTOR
By Vince Moore

A

lthough Furman ended its
football season this past fall w i th

an 8-3 record and another year of

will be back at Furman in 1985 to
direct what should be one of Furman's
strongest football teams ever. But that

unqualified s uccess, the Paladin fans

still leaves us w i th two very i m portant

were unable to participate in an

questions. Why is it that other schools

unqualified celebration. That would

are so in terested in Sheridan and how

have to wait until sometime i n

long will it be before he is ready to

December when they could rest assured

move on?

that their head football coach and

It is i mpossible and maybe even

athletic director, D i ck Sheridan, would

unnecessary to try and answer the

not be lured away from the fold.

second question, but there is no

It was n ' t that they were expecting
Sheridan to leave, but they knew that

difficulty in answering the first.
Because what Sheridan has done w i th

if there was a coachi ng vacancy some

the Furman football program i s

where in the land after Furman's

nothing short o f astounding, a n d i f

football season was over, then there

there i s anybody who is more aware o f

was an excellent chance that Sheridan

that than t h e Furman followers it i s

would be a candidate for it. I n the past

t h e people around t h e country w h o

three years, he had been contacted by,

make their livings i n athletics.

among others, South Carolina, Duke,
North Carolina State and I n diana, and

Gene DeFli ppo, athletic director at
the University of South Carolina at

the Wolfpack had u l t i mately offered

Spartanburg, is one such person. He

h i m their job even though he had

served as an assis tan t football coach at

removed his name from consideration.
Sheridan has always said that he is

both Vanderbil t and the University of
Tennessee before taking his present

content at Furman and has never

job in the fall of 1 984, and he was

actively pursued a job, but he has also

aware of Sheridan 's reputation long

said that it would be fooli s h for h i m

ago.

n o t t o see what these other schools
have to offer. So the Furman faithful

" I know everybody (the c_:oaching
s taff) at Vanderbilt thought Sheridan

become a l i ttle more apprehensive

was one of the best coaches in the

each w i n ter and, sure enough, i n

country," he says. "Since we had

December o f last year, Missouri and

Tennessee-Chattanooga on our

Tulane, two schools that had openings

schedule, we would get to see Furman

for a head football coach, added their
names to the l i s t of major schools that
have shown an i n terest in Sheridan.
He removed his name from

R ight: In the midst of anot her success,

consideration, of course, even though

Sheridan shares a mini-celebration

he was thought to be a strong

with w ide-receiver C has Fox.

candidate for both positions. So he
8

David Crosby

on film and we could never believe

"Dick Sheridan has proved

what we were seeing. Believe me, there
are very few secrets in the game
because of film and if a pl ayer isn't

that you can win
with scholarly athletes."

one other applicant who was given
serious consideration and Baker called
his assistants, Jimmy Satterfield and
Steve Robertson, into his office to

doing something he is supposed to be

discuss who should get the j ob. It was

doing, you can see it. And when we

Sheridan's first victory.
"You could tell right away he was a

would watch Furman, we would a l l
agree that they were a s sound

better than eight wins a year.
"Dick Sheridan has proved that you

fundament a l l y and as well-coached as
any team we had every seen . "
Joe Pate has been defensive

competitor and that he was serious
about coaching," says Satterfield, who

can win with scholarly athletes," says

has been Sheridan's offensive

Bobby Pate, head football coach at

coordinator at Furman since 1 978.

coordinator for Tennessee-Chattanooga

Hart County High School in Georgia,

"We used to play basketba l l during

for the past six years and he is as

"and I doubt if there is anybody in

sixth period everyday and Dick played

familiar with Furman's program as

coaching circles around the country

to win."

anybody. "It's easy to see why Furman

who doesn't know that . "
Pate was a n assistant coach at

wins so many games," he says,

Sheridan was so popular with the
coaching staff that Baker figured out a

"because year in and year out they are

Western Carolina when he went to

way to retain him after the temporary

the most fundamentally sound and

West Georgia Col l ege in 1 980 to start a

position had ended. When Sheridan

disciplined team we play. You have to

football progra m . Since West Georgia

graduated from South Carolina a short

beat them, because they're not going to

had the toughest academic standards

time l ater, he j oined the athletic staff

beat themselves."

of any school in the Gulf South

at Eau Claire full time, serving as head

Since Sheridan became head coach

Conference and was trying to establish

basketbal l coach and assistant footbal l

in 1978, his teams have compiled a 57-

an even tougher academic reputation,

coach.

2 1 -2 record and won five Southern

Pate decided to model his program

Conference championships, including

after Furman's.
He came to a few of the Pal adins'

four in a row. His players have earned

Although footbal l was Sheridan's
greatest love - he played the sport at
North Augusta High School and

·

Presbyterian Col lege - he approached

63 positions on the a l l-conference

practices and q uestioned Sheridan on

team, which is 23 more positions than

some of his methods. The approach

basketba l l as he did everything else,

the Pal adins claimed in their previous

worked. West Georgia went 9- 1 their

with a desire to excel . It is noteworthy

4 1 years in the conference; and two of

first year and then won the Division

to mention that Sheridan' s basketba l l

his pl ayers from the 1 983 team,

III championship with a 12-0 record in

teams a t E a u Claire w o n t w o regional

Stanford Jennings and Ernest Gibson,

1 982. Pate moved to Hart County

cham pionships and finished as the

started as rookies in the National

earlier this year.

state runner-up in 1 969.

"If you were going to build a

Footba l l League.
Those figures may be impressive,

football program and you wanted to

"But I loved coaching footbal l more
than anything else," he says, "because

but they are not enough. Because in

have players who could win and be

I believed you could have a greater

order to understand the m agnitude of

good students at the same time, you

impact as a coach in footbal l than

Sheridan's accomplish ments at

could do no better than copy Furman's

basketba l l . In basketball you could get

Furman, one must be aware of the

program," he says.
It j ust goes to prove that Sheridan's

factors that touch his footbal l

your pl ayers to do exactly what you
wanted them to do, but there were

program, such a s the fact that the

reputation extends far beyond the

times when that bal l wasn't going to

academic standards are stringent and

northwestern portion of South

go in the basket. There isn't anything

that the Pal adins operate with fewer

Carolina. And as one area coach says

a coach can do about that. I j ust

scholarships than anybody in the

privately, "To be honest with you, I

believed that, in football, less talented

conference other than Davidson,

can't believe that one of the bigger

teams could win with greater

which has total ly de-emphasized its

schools hasn't gotten him away from

frequency.''

footba l l program.

Furman yet . "

coach at Orangeburg High School in

that Sheridan's teams have created
their own traditions and that there is
nothing in Furman's recent past to

So when Sheridan had the
opportunity to become head football

It's also im portant to understand

I

t i s really n o surprise that Dick

1969, he took it. It didn't take him

Sheridan ended up at Furman,

long to win. Two years after his

suggest that it could be done. For

especial l y when you consider the path

arrival , his team went 13-0 and won

instance, in the 37 years prior to 1 978,

the state championship. He returned

Furman football teams had compiled a

his career has followed. It began in
1 964 when Art Baker, then the head

record of 1 3 1 - 198- 13. Only eight of

footba l l coach at Eau Claire High

coach at Airport High School and his

those seasons were winning ones and

School in Columbia, was l ooking for a

star, at least on the high school level,

Furman had been in the Southern

part-time coach who could also teach

was ascendant.

Conference since 1936 without

some physical education courses. It

winning a title. Since 1 928, Furman's

was only a temporary position and

to Col u m bia in 197 1 to become head

By this time, the original foursome
of Baker, Robertson, Satterfield and

best season had produced eight wins

Sheridan, who was attending graduate

Sheridan had been separated for q uite

(the Paladins had three such seasons),

school at the University of South

a while. Baker was an assistant coach

while Sheridan's teams have averaged

Carolina, applied for it. But there was

at Texas Tech, while Robertson was
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Furman players have rallied around
Sheridan and produced 57 wins in
seven years. They have been Southern
Conference champions five times.

an assistant at Newberry Col lege and
Satterfield was head coach at Irmo
High School. But when Baker was
named head coach at Furman, it
was n ' t long before they were reunited.
Robertson was the first to join the
staff, followed by Sheridan. It took
Satterfield longer to make a decision.
"Steve and Dick decided right away
they wan ted to join Art," Satterfield
recalls, "but I was n ' t so sure. I had a
lot of job security at Irmo and, let's
face it, Furman wasn ' t that attractive a
situation . The academic standards
were tough and there weren ' t that
many scholarships."
Satterfield didn ' t have a monopoly
on the apprehension, however, and
Sheridan, who was 3 1 yea� s old at the
time, certainly felt it. "It was a bigger
coaching philosophy coincided with

decision than most people would

on to become a great quarterback at

think," he says. "I had only been at

Furman. Looking back, Sheridan says

Baker 's, it differed in many key

Airport one year and, frankly, I was

that particular recru iting class was one

respects. For one thi ng, Baker 's offen se

making more money there. But I

of Furman 's finest and included such

had been geared more toward finesse,

couldn't resist the challenge and the

players as Larry Robinson, Jeff

toward running the option and

opportunity to get back together with

Holcomb and Tony Cox.

Steve, Art and J immy. "
The job certainly wasn't a

Mean while, Baker and his staff were
laying the foundation for the current

passing. Sheridan, however, was
convinced that any offense had to have
power as its fundamental component.

glamorous one. The coaching staff

football program. In 1973, their first

Once you establish the fact that you

recruited during the day and slept on

year, they produced only the second

can do what you want to do, then you

cots i n the basement of Furman's

winning season (7-4) at the school i n

can sprinkle in a li ttle variety.

gymnasium at night. I t would be three

the past 1 0 years. But while the

months before their families would

school 's football fortunes im proved

" I wan ted Furman to be a more
physical team," Sheridan said. "Some

follow them to Greenville and they

im mensely, success didn ' t come easily

people told me we couldn't be physical

would become settled.

and the Paladins compiled a 20-20-4

because we weren't big enough, but I

Sheridan remembers that the day
after he agreed to come to Furman he

record over the next four years.
But that was about to change. After

didn ' t think we had any choice. I
believe that unless your offense can go
right at the defense, you're not going

was on his way to Atlanta w i th a sheet

the 1977 season, Baker accepted the

of paper that contained the names and

head coaching j ob at The Ci tadel and

to score enough points to win

high schools of possible recruits. He

Sheridan was named head coach at

consisten tly. "
H e also made some defensive

says he had no idea of how to even

Furman. Satterfield and Robertson

locate the high schools.

s upported Sheridan' s promotion and

changes, using alignments that

elected to stay with the ship.

wouldn ' t become popular w i th the rest

" I can remember driving down to
Atlanta that day and wondering what I

" I wanted the j ob and was glad to

of college football for a few more

had gotten myself into," he says. " I

accept it when they offered it to me, "

years. But, more i m portantly, Sheridan

had never recruited before and I had

Sheridan says, "but I was scared. I

gave his players something much

some doubts about whether I could do

mean we hadn ' t been doing that well

harder to come by, that intangible

it. And then when I did go to the high

the last couple of years. But I was

quality that so few teams ever gain -

schools, none of the coaches knew who

excited and willing to work hard at it.

the ability to win.

I was or even knew where Furman

I just decided to concentrate on the

was . "

things it takes to be successful and not

Let t h e record show, however, that
the first recruit Sheridan ever talked to
was David Whitehurst, who would go
Spring, 1985

"There is no doubt that Coach
Sheridan is a tremendous motivator, "

worry about what might happen i f I

says David Henderson, who quarter

failed . ' '

backed Sheridan's first team i n 1978.

Al though much of Sheridan ' s

"After he became head coach, we
II

became a different team."
Maybe the biggest changes occurred

five games before they managed to

greatest gift as a coach may be his

regroup and win five of their last six.

abi l i ty to insti l l a fierce determination

in practices. They were longer and

The 5-6 record was the first time

in others, to make them believe that

more intense. Sheridan was determined

Sheridan had ever overseen a losing

character can often be the difference

that his players wouldn ' t see

effort. But i t was also his most

between winning and losing. Such

something in a game that they hadn ' t

gratifying year.
"I know people are going to find i t

seen and worked on in practice.
"Nobody ever stood around at one
of Coach Sheridan 's practices," says

lessons are not easily forgotten. "I
know that a commitment to excellence

hard t o believe that I enjoyed coaching

is something most of us kept after we

that year, but it's true," Sheridan says.

were through playing football,"
Henderson says.

Henderson. "You were always doing

"We lost a lot of close games and there

something, trying to perfect some

was a lot of frustration, but that group

aspect of your game. You would work

wouldn ' t fold. They never gave up.

"You always hope you can make
your players better people," Sheridan

on one thing and you wouldn ' t go on

They always gave it their best and, i n

says. "Otherwise, i t ' s hard to j ustify

to something else until you had gotten

t h e end, i t paid off. That's w h a t w e

being a part of the educational system.

that right. And when it was game time

were trying t o teach."
Sheridan's program hit its stride the

you knew you were ready."

You have to care about the people in
the program, because they know

following year and none of his teams

whether you're using them or whether

time leading rus her who now plays

have had to look back since. Since

you're all in it together."

w i th the N FL's Cincinnati Bengals,

1 980, the Paladins' record stands at 44-

says that kind of preparation is one

1 2-2 and they have ruled the Southern

Stanford] ennings, Furman 's all

Satterfield believes that i f you
weren ' t reading about Dick Sheridan's

reason the Paladins win. "We would

Conference like no other team in

success as a football coach, you would

go into a game knowing that we were

recent h istory. And those closest to the

be reading about his success in another

going to win," he says. "We knew we

situation aren ' t surprised.
"What it boils down to is that Dick

were prepared for anything that might
happen ."

'

is a winner," says Satterfield. "It

area. He is sure that Sheridan 's value
system would work anywhere, that
there's no way to hold back some

wouldn ' t make any di fference if he was

people. "He would have been

i t is that. If you are ready to play, then

coaching in college, the pros or Little

successful in any profession he chose,"

you have gone a long way toward

League. He's going to win."

Satterfield says. "He just happened to

If Sheridan has one key philosophy,

choose the coaching profession."

winning. If not, then the chances are
good that you are in for a long
afternoon. He is willing to put i n
however many hours it takes t o make
sure Furman is ready to play each
Saturday.
"I think it's a coach's j ob to prepare

J

Sheridan certainly has no
ust what is i t that makes a great
head coach? What separates those

who struggle and those who succeed?

complaints about his choice. I t was
one that he made years ago when he
was attending Presbyterian and it has

Should a head coach get involved in

been good to him ever since. In fact, he

every minute detail or should he be

developed the core of his coaching

a team mentally and emotionally,"

more concerned w i th devising a master

philosophy during that time and it has

says Sheridan, who works 90-hour

plan? Is it more important to be a

changed very li ttle in the in tervening

weeks during the football season.

strategist or a motivator? An ideal

years.

"Confidence comes from knowing that

coach, of course, would be all of those

you ' l l be able to handle any situation

things.

that might arise. You 've prepared for

"Some coaches are i n tell igent, some

"I have always believed that athletics
can give you the opportunity to
develop certain positive characteristics, ' '

it. And if something bad happens,

are hard workers, some can get along

he says. "And how you go about

well, you forget about it and go on to

w i th people and some can map out

winning is more important than

the next play. You have to direct your

strategy," says Satterfield, "but there

winning at any cost. If you can

energies i n the proper direction."

are very few coaches who have all of

produce the effort and commitment

I t didn ' t take long for Sheridan's

those qualities. Dick really does."

and learn to make sacrifices, then it's

influence to be seen. His first team

Sheridan also takes nothing for

really not that important that you

compiled an 8-3 record and won the

granted and doesn ' t believe that

Sou thern Conference championship,

winning will take care of itself.

Furman 's first. The offensive unit, Jed

"Normally, when you go to coaching

phi losophy comes to l ight. "But you ' l l

by Henderson, ranked among the top

clinics around the country, most

f i n d o u t that i f you d o those things,

1 4 in the nation in three different

coaches spend their time out in the

you ' l l win more often than not."

categories and that was when the

hal l talking about how wel l their

Paladins were playing i n Division I.

programs are doing," Satterfield says.

win."
And then he smi les as the rest of the

0

"Coach Sheridan taught us to be

"But not Dick. It does n ' t matter who's

tough," Henderson says. "Whenever

speaking, he's going to be sitting there

Vince Moore is director of the news

we had faced adversity before, we

five or six seats from the front taking

service at Furman.

would j ust collapse. But i t was n ' t long

notes, and I guarantee he knows more

before we weren ' t collapsing anymore

about football than anybody there. B u t

and we s tarted winning."

he always says he learns at least one

The next season was a l i ttle different,
though. The Paladins lost their first
12

thing he didn ' t know at those clinics."
I n the final analysis, Sheridan's

R ight: Since Sheridan became head
coach in 1978, the word about Furman
football has gotten around.
The Furman Magazine
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The Crisis in the
Southern Baptist Convention
By Edgar V. McKnight

I

t j u st won ' t work! I t can ' t work !"
That was the reaction of Professor

convention in 1 82 1 for the purpose of

began i n 1979 and at first was seen as a

cooperative ministry which included

simple matter of theological disagree

Hugh Anderson, a Scottish New

education. After having been elected

ment. It seemed to concern itself w i th

Testament professor, when i n the

the first president of the convention,

the concept of the authority of the

1 960s I explai ned to him how Baptist

Furman encouraged the messengers to

Bible, with ul traconservatives faulting

churches are constitu ted and how they

adopt a constitution that stressed

the moderate conservatives for their

work together in associations and

(along with other goals) "the

less "orthodox" stand on the matter of

conventions.

promotion of religious education, and

biblical inerrancy. The majority of

Professor Anderson was evaluating
the democratic congregational church

particularly that of indigent, pious

Baptists apparently felt that the

young men designed for the gospel

controversy was a "tempest in a

life of Baptists in comparison w i th the

ministry." The cons titution adopted

teapot." By the mid- l 980s, however,

life of churches organized on a more

by the messengers indicated that "the

we have come to a different perspective.

hierarchal basis. It was hard for him to

in terests of morality and religion"

C . R . Daley, editor of the Western

accept the fact that a local c-ongre

would be inculcated by means of the

R ecorder, the Baptist publication in

gation of Baptists is a church and

education of ministerial and other

Kent ucky, says that the movement

nothing else is necessary to make the

students. These moral and religious

which began in 1 979 "stands to

church complete. But he found even

interests would be based on "principles

capture the teapot and change its

more inconceivable the idea that a

of Christian liberality" and they

conten ts."

group of such chu rches could

would favor "the rights of private

cooperate to carry out ministries

j udgmen t . ' '

beyond the capacity of any one
congregation.
My instinctive reaction to Professor
Anderson's incredul i ty was, "Wel l ! I t

The history o f Furman University
can be used to refute my friend's doubt

The plan since 1 979 has been to
gain control of convention agencies
and institu tions by taking advantage
of the democratic procedures of the

that Bapt ists can cooperate successfu l ly

Southern Baptist Conven tion. The

in a democratic fashion in carrying

important process is as fol lows: the

has worked i n America for over 250

out the work of institutions such as

president of the convention appoints a

years !" And it has worked in America

col leges and universities. Division of

Com mittee on Committees which in

since 1 707 when a group of individuals

Baptists into groups such as Calvinists

turn appoints a Committee on Boards.

from Baptist chu rches i n Phi ladelphia

and Armi·nians or "conservatives" and

The Committee on Boards nominates

were transformed into "an association

"l iberals" has challenged the ideal for

the trustees and directors of all the

of messengers authorized by their

which the convention was established.

Southern Baptist Convention agencies

respective churches to meditate and

Nevertheless, men and women with

(including the semi naries). This

execute designs of public good."

diametrically opposed views in matters

committee also nominates the

of doctrine and practice have

Executive Committee which is the

Furman and the South Caro lina
Baptist Convention
The South Carolina Baptist
Convention, l ike Baptist associations
and other state conven tions, was
founded by churches to enable them to

cooperated to enable the convention to

most powerful committee in the

carry out i ts goal in higher education.

convention structure.

The good w i l l of these men and

of the Southern Baptist Convention,

theological and social differences, but

then, is a president who w i l l make the

it has enabled them to do what

" proper" appointments to the

Professor Anderson thinks can ' t be

Committee on Committees. In the

carry out mu tually supportive activities

done.

and to "execute designs of public

The current crisis

good." From its inception, Furman
University has benefited from this

The key to u l traconservative control

women has not tempered their

Today the genius of Southern

R ight: The Tower Building in
downtown Nashville, Tenn. , houses

desire of Baptists to work together. I n

Baptists is being tested by an u l tra

fact, Furman University i s one reason

conservative poli tical movement

the Baptist Sunday School Board, the

the convention was created. Richard

which may prove that Professor

publish ing arm of the Southern

Furman led in the organizing of the

Anderson is correct. This movement

Baptist Convention.
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democratic operation of the Southern

A hove: Three of t h e principal figures

Baptist Convention, the key to the

in the current struggle between funda

elenion of the president is the

mentalists and moderates to control

messengers.

the Southern Baptist Convention are

The plot to control
the convention
In 1 979, at t h e Southern Baptist
Convention in Houston, two men,
Paul Pressler and Paige Patterson,
decided to "change the contents" of
Southern Baptist life by gaining
control of the agencies and
institu tions. Editor Daley uses the
terms "superconservative" and
"ultraconservative" to describe these
men and their institutions. Pressler

(left to right) Dr. Roy. F. Honeycutt,
president of the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, w h o has
declared a "Holy War" against the
political activities of the ultra
conservatives; Appeals Court fudge
Paul Pressler, who has led the
fundamentalists' campaign to gain
control of the convention; and Dr.
Russell H. Dilday, president of
Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary, who is under attack by the
fundamentalists.

Ordination of women
A most significant action in the 1 984
convention was the passage of a
fundamentalist resol ution opposing
the ordination of women. The
resol u tion actually states that woman
is responsible for bringing sin into the
world, and for this reason, God has
given men authority over women. The
convention could well have taken the
position that approving or dis
approving such a resolution was not a
proper action for the convention since
the matter of ordination has been and
continues to be a matter for the local
congregation. The l i teral istic
approach of the fundamentalists,
however, forced them to the position

( the "coach" of the movement) is
described as "a very able super

that a cultural ly conditioned

conservative attorney with proven

circumstance of the bibl ical revelation
(superiority of the male) was a part of

organizational abi l i ty and political

successful, the u l traconservatives'

experience." Patterson, who "took the

desire to control the agencies and

the divine requirements for church

field as quarterback" under Pressler's

institu tions and their narrow

leaders hip.

leadership, "is the head of the u l tra

theological stance have become more

conservative Criswell Bible Institute. "

and more evident. For Patterson and

When told that the fundamentalists
in tended to bring the resol ution on

Since 1 979, Pressler and Patterson have

Pressler i t is not enough to believe in

women to the convention i n 1 984, a

chosen a succession of "running

the inspiration and authority of

religion teacher in one of our colleges

backs" (nominees for the presidency of

scripture. Every word of the Bible

declared, "That is the best news that I

the convention) who have scored touch

must be seen as abso lutely true.

have heard! They cannot win on that

downs each year.

Patterson himself says, "We believe

issue ! " The teacher thought the

that the original autographs of the

convention itself would refuse to

Daley recently wrote, "The set-up
has not changed i n the five intervening

Bible represent an infal lible and

approve any such resolution. Al though

years. Pressler and Patterson are still

inerrant document that is absolutely

wrong on that issue, the teacher may

in charge. They have masterminded

true theologically, philosophically,

be correct i n the long run. That

every convention presidential election

scientifically, and historically. " All

resolution has helped Southern

since 1 979 and by now they have a

fac u l ty members at Patterson 's Criswell

Baptists to see what Patterson and

network of selected supporters w i th

Institute are required to sign a

Pressler have in mind and how they

whom they stay in contact by phone

confession of their belief in the

have been carrying out their purposes.

and visits."
As the pol i t ical machine has been
16

fundamentalist doctrine of bibl ical

Associations and state conventions

l i teralism and inerrancy.

have either opposed the Southern
The. Furman Magazine

Baptist resolution on women or have

E lder said that the conference offers

becoming the pattern of the future. We
must shun the blatant power struggles

approved resolutions supporting the

real hope that Southern Baptists are

right of churches to ordain whomever

returning to their heritage. One-third

and redeploy our energies and

they wish. The Executive Committee

of the conference participants came

resources to the priorities of obeying
our Lord's commission."

of the Atlanta Association, the home

from out of the state and more than

of the current Southern Baptist

half of those who participated were lay

Convention president, went on record

people. In addition, about 250 letters

to the Board of Trustees of

as opposing the hastily adopted

from persons who were not able to

Southwestern Theological Seminary

resolu tion against women, w i th only

attend affirmed the conference and

15 of the 125 persons present voting

expressed the intention to hold similar

have attempted to muzzle President
Dilday by introducing a m o tion at the

against the action.

meetings.

board meeting to deny Dilday' s right

The crisis in theo logical
education

struggles. Al though the motion was

The fundamen talists already elected

to participate in the denominational

Opposition to po litical activities
The best-known proclamation
opposing the five-year pol itical

The significance of a fundamentalist

tabled (not rej ected), one observer close
to the situation has observed, "We are
about one vote away from a complete

campaign is the " Holy War" that Dr.

takeover of the Southern Baptist

Roy F. Honeycutt, president of

Convention is becoming more and

Dilday w i l l be fired and the Criswell

Southern Baptist Theological

more obvious. The relative openness

Center will be brought i n as part of

Seminary, declared against the

and pluralism in the seminaries would

the seminary."

" unholy forces which, i f left

be abolished. The term "relative" is

unchecked, w i l l destroy essential

used because of the fact that - as

quali ties of both our (denomination)

David Matthews, pastor of Greenv i l le's

and this seminary." SBC Today,

First Baptist Church, has observed -

which describes itself as "a national ,

"in relation to the broad theological

autonomous publication of news and

spectrum of American Protestan tism,

opinion for Southern Baptists,"

i t is very, very difficu l t to find a

reports that activities throughout the

Southern Baptist professor, denomi

Southern Baptist Convention are

national official or m i ni s ter who could

taking place in reaction to the

be classified as a libera l . " Even though

political activities of the

the insti tutions are conservative, they

fundamentalists. The reaction goes

claim the freedom which Baptist

beyond opposition to the resolution

polity has given to churches. The

on ordination of women.

fundamen talists represented by

The December 1984 issue of SBC

P atterson and Pressler, however, do

Today reported on a November

not like that framework of freedom

conference sponsored by the St.

because, according to Matthews,

Charles Avenue Baptist Church of

"fundamentalism requires some kind

New Orleans. B i l l El der, pastor of the

of creedalism." The freedom of

church, said that the conference was

Southern Bap tist polity "does not suit

"based on the belief that what the

the fundamentalist need for

Southern Baptist Convention needs at
this point i n its long history are real

authoritariani s m . ' '
Russell H. D ilday, Jr. , president of

Southern Baptists . " During the

Southwestern Baptist Theological

conference, Glenn Hilburn, chairman

Seminary, which is generally

of the religion department at Baylor

considered to be in the center of

University, stressed that the Southern

Southern Baptist conservatism, has

Baptist Convention was "emphatically

reacted vigorously to developments in

not created as a consequence of

the convention. In response to a

theological di fferences but for the

statement by a spokesman for the

propagation of the Bible." He

Patterson- Pressler movement that

indicated that liberty of conscience,

"perhaps i n five more years more than

separation of church and state,

50 percent of the professors (in the

evangelism, m inisterial education, and

seminaries) will be under pressure

missions have u n i ted Southern

from trus tees to resign," Dilday said,

take-over and when that happens Dr.

The crisis and B aptist co lleges
Baptist colleges (operated by the
trus tees elected by state conventions)
are not i m mune from attempts to
remold them in the model of the
fundamentalists. Zig Ziglar, who was
elected first vice president of the
Southern Baptist Convention i n 1984,
has criticized Baylor faculty members
and outlined beliefs which he
considers essential for teachers in
Baptist colleges. I ndeed, according to
the Dallas Times Herald, Ziglar
admits that he became involved in
denominational poli t ics after learning
of the lack of "orthodoxy" on the part
of certain Baylor professors.
The accusations of Ziglar have
aroused Herbert Reynolds, president of
Baylor University, from a normally
concil iatory attitude toward critics.
According to Reynolds' public
response, Ziglar does not know Baylor
from personal experience and is only
part of a "priestly and self-anointed
group" which wants to take over the
educational system of Baptists "so that
they will be able to produce the kind
of clones which will make w i l l ing
followers of demogogues who seek to
change the essential characteristics of
the Southern Baptist Convention."
Reynolds characterizes Ziglar as "a

Baptists beyond their theological

"It is now clear that mains tream

differences. He said the present

Southern Baptists must actually claim

Johnny-come-lately on the Baptist

yearning for the "security" offered by

the convention from the manipulation

theological orthodoxy is i llegitimate

of political machines and return it to

scene." Nevertheless, Reynolds warns
that i f the group of w h ich Ziglar is a

and needs to be replaced by the desire

the people. We must restore an open

part is successful , "our historical

to "find the authority of Jesus Christ"

convention and forbid secular

commitment to the priesthood of the

and to be "open to the Spirit of God."

politicization from dominating and

believer woul d be replaced by the
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belief that we need a priestly group of

"Furman i s a col lege which

inerrant in terpreters . . . .

acknowledges its denominational and

"

regional heritage and responsibility, "

Watch Dallas in june 1 985
In an essay entitled " Holy War in
the Sou thern Baptist Conven tion"

but this denominational responsibi l i ty
has never been conceived of in a
narrow, sectarian way. Furman is also
presented in the statement as "a

David Mauhews advises us, "Watch

person-cen tered communi ty," "a

Dal l as in June of 1985 . " (The

college which emphasizes freedom of

Southern Baptist Convention meets in

inqu iry and competence in the ski lls

Dallas in J u ne 1985.) Mauhews

of living and learn ing" and a school

chooses not to act as a seer, declaring

which seeks "a heterogenous student

that "historically, the outcome of

body and encourages the development

' Holy Wars' has been no more

of students into mature, i n tegrated

predictable . . . than unholy wars. At

persons . "

this point, this one could go any one
of several ways . "

Thousands o f open-minded Baptists
and non-Baptists have committed their

" O n t h e o n e hand, t h e funda

resources of time, money, infl uence,

mentalist s trategy appears to be on

and intel lect to the development of

track after six annual conventions, " he

Furman University. I f the fundamen

says. The boards are indeed feeling the

talists are successful in carrying out

impact. This year, J udge Pressler

their ten-year goal of dominating the

actually got himself elected to the

conven tion's agencies and institutions,

Executive Com m i uee, the most

the Sou thern Baptist Convention w i l l

powerful committee in the

cease to b e t h e sort of convention that

denominational structure.

can support the approach to education

"On the other hand, w i th the
actions of the 1984 Sou thern Baptist

carried out by the seminaries
(conservative, but free and liberating).

Convention, a significant backlash has

Although the South Carolina Baptist

been created. The Patterson-Pressler

Convention is independent of the

program is now being named and

Southern Baptist Convention i n a

denounced by prominent denomi

certain sense, there are relationships.

national officials who have been

Churches of the South Carolina
'
Convention are also pan of the

utterly silent on the subject since
1979. "
Matthews does give some hope that
the answer "yes" will be given to the

Sou thern Baptist Conven tion.
Modifications in the Sou thern Baptist
Convention, therefore, will impi nge

question whether Sou thern Baptists

upon the South Carolina Convention

will remain Baptist in the sense of

and its agencies and institutions.

being free, diverse, non-authoritarian
and non-creedal . The fact that the

I hope that Professor Anderson is
wrong. I hope that Southern Baptists

meeting place is Dallas, Texas, is not

and South Carolina Baptists w i l l

necessarily in favor of the Patterson

continue their effective su pport o f

Pressler group even though it is their

agencies a n d institutions a n d enable

homeland. The largest seminary of the

individuals and churches to minister

Sou thern Baptist Convention

in a way far exceeding the ability of

(Southwestern Baptist Theological

individual members and churches.

Seminary) and the largest un iversity
( Baylor) are in Texas. These

We need to be reminded, nevertheless,
that the Southern Baptist Convention

institutions are " threatened by and

is not the church. It is a legal body

weary of the fundamen talists' agenda"

incorporated according to laws of the

and they have "enormous influence in

state of Georgia (w here the convention

the state . "

was begun). The churches constitute

Friends a n d graduates of Furman

the real l i fe of Baptists. These

University will want to watch Dallas

autonomous (but cooperative)

in 1985. Furman University is a college

churches w i l l continue to flourish and

in the modern sense. I t is not a

minister in the name of Christ

intrigue of any group or even beyond

parochial school; it is not designed to

regardless of any ul traconservative

the vote of any one convention

serve as "a defender of the fai t h "

swing of the conven tion. Furman

meeting. Just as autonomous churches

institu tion. T h e Character and Values

U niversity is an educational

will "watch Dallas" in 1985 but retain

of Furman University, a publ ication of

insti tution, not a church, but its

their stability regardless of the results,

the un iversity, emphasizes that

mission goes beyond the political

Furman needs to "watch Dallas" and
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continue to receive direction from the

Dr. Edgar V. McKnight, a Baptist

w h ich will be published by Fortress

century-and-a-half heritage

min ister, is the William R . Kenan, Jr.,

Press t h is summer.

bequeathed by "real" Baptists who

Professor of Religion at Furman. He is

believed and continue to believe in

the author of several books, including
The Reader and the Bible : An

A bove: The 1985 Southern Baptist

Introduction to Li terary Criticism,

Convention Center.

li beral and l i berating learning.

0
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A bove: judith Babb C handler lives w ith her h usband,
psychologist jim Calh oun, and ch ildren (left to right)
joel, A b igail and Dylan Winston in Winterville, Ga.
A third generation Furman graduate, she is a
freelance w riter and the editor in the Office of
Instructional Develop ment at the Un iversity of
Georgia. Left: She and her husband share a study and
a word processor in their home, w h ere Dr. C handler
does much of her writing.
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Parenthetical Women
Four classmates met recently
to celebrate more than two decades
of friendship. In many ways they
represent the "between" generation.

By Judith Babb Chandler

Hey, look us over,

is drinking a Dr. Pepper and making

B u ice ' 66) who continues his successful

Lend us an ear.

mental "to do" lists as she attends to

musical career.

We are t h e c lass that's

the backseat carpool chatter of Laine,

Fu l l of pep and cheer.

five "and a half," and Sean, nine.
Lucia is en route to the busy office she

including a very nice Atlanta executive

I

shares with a fellow psychologist.

and a very tolerant host/dog Tramp,

t is 1962 and John Crabtree is on
the stage of McAlister Auditorium

addressing a group of naive, cowed
freshmen, who are wearing plastic
name tags and hideous purple beanies.

These four friends and their assorted
children and significant others,

Lucia's husband, Eddie, crosses the

assembled at the Greer household last

river to his law practice in Charleston.

year to celebrate Thanksgiving and

It is 7:45. J udith Babb Chandler ' 66
leaves her Winterville, Georgia,

over two decades of friendship. And
one of the truths we shared was : "We

He tells them to look at the person in

kitchen table, stu ffs a load of clothes

may have come a long way; but don ' t

front of them, behind them, and to the

in the washer, and enters the book

cal l u s 'baby,' a n d we're n o t there yet . "

left and right. One of these people w i l l

lined study she shares with her

graduate. W e all look around and

psychologist husband, J i m Calhoun,

hope it's us.

who is a University of Georgia facu l ty

Brown eyes, I've lost m y heart to you

member. She flips the "on" switch of

I can 't forget, I can ' t forget

It is 1984. I t is 7 a.m. on a Monday
morning. Sandra Thomason Greer ' 66

their Apple II and begins to lay out a

You may be fa i t h less, but I ' l l be true

slams the hatch of her Ford station

newsletter. She has just launched Joel,

I ' l l love you ' t i l the sun has set.

wagon and leaves behind her split

eleven, to middle school; Dylan
In the years since 1966, this group,

level home in suburban Rockvi l le,

Winston, seven, to elementary school;

Maryland, to beat the traffic on the

and Abigail, two, to playschool for her

which I suspect is not typical of the

Washington beltway on the way to her

morning out.

rest of our class, has lived compositely

lab at the University of Maryland,
where she is professor of physical

It is 8 o'clock. Judi Frederick Byce
'66 in the Big Apple dons her pearls,

i n twenty-nine dwel l ings, has made
eleven trips to E urope, has three

chemistry. I n the kitchen eating bagels

clu tches her briefcase, and in her

terminal degrees, has owned twenty

are her husband, B i l l , a Star Wars

running shoes with pompom socks

three cars and thirteen refrigerators,

research analyst at the Pentagon, and

descends the subway. She w i l l leave

and we have gained sixty-eight

fourteen-year-old twins, M i ke and

the train two stops early to squeeze i n

pounds. We have changed our names

Andy, who attend private school i n the

her exercise on the w a y t o a high

eight times; we total seven chi ldren,

city.

pressure job as admissions director for

two stepchildren, two adoptions, and

the Tobe-Coburn School of Fashion

two divorces. One of us has watched

Horowitz ' 66 steers her Volvo station

Careers i n "The Vil lage." She

wagon out of the driveway of her

modestly refers to herself as the Lee

her house burn down. Three of us
subscribe to Ms., two tielong to N O W ,

It is 7.:40. Lucia Timmerman

shady Mount Pleasant, South Carolina,

Iacocca of this institution. She has left

three voted for Mondale. We are now

neighborhood overlooking the

behind a nine-year marriage to good

one Unitarian, one Methodist, and two

community tennis court and pool. She

friend and fellow classmate Jason (Erv

Presbyterians; one of u s will have a
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bar/bat mitzvah for her children; one
is married to an ordained m inister; all
four of us remain hopelessly
compulsive.
We were joined on Turkey Day by
Joyce Turner Bruckner '66 and her law

"It is typical of our life

Joyce completed her law degree i n

choices that none of us

year - both of us w i th invaluable

works a traditional 9 to 5 ,
40-hour-a-week job . "

1977; I finished my doctorate just this
family support and encouragement.
At present, for most of us, a lot of
energy goes into parenting. The

partner-husband, Arnie, along with

children around whom our lives

their children ( Monica, sixteen, and

revolve are striking out on new paths.

Eric, twelve), who brought our total to
eighteen. Tramp, dismayed, watched
most of the action from her refuge on
the landing, where most of these
interviews took place.
What did we do on this weekend
(which Sandra's twins referred to as
"The Revenge of the Judi")? We
wal ked the dog to walk off our dinners
(we are all terrific cooks - one of us
was even a former Betty Crocker Home
Tester); we exchanged books (especially

the young John F . Kennedy. B u t ours
was a dream world of button-down
collars and Lettermen concerts and
fraternity serenades. Even the Beatles
were remote. I n our self-cen teredness,
our biggest concerns were whether
Maurice Wi l l iams and the Zodiacs
would show up, stuffing Kleenex i n
chickenwire before Miss T u m l i n ' s
curfew, a n d t h e injustice of an 8
o'clock Crapps' pop test.

Typically, Sandra and Bill, two
scientists, have produced teenagers
with no i n terest in research and an
attraction to the stage. (Sandra still
claims that she had twins because i t
w a s the most efficient way t o have two
children.) I , who failed the PE poise
contest, have spawned two gymnasts,
the older of whom competes at the
state level. Joyce's daughter, in
addition to baking a mean pumpkin
cheesecake, is a synchronized swimmer.
Most of our offspring, l i ke Sean, are

favored was Run w ith the Horsemen);
we watched The Big Chill ( twice, once

If I were a carpenter

avid "hackers," which they inform me

without the comments of the children);

A n d you were a lady,

is the right terminology. As Sandra

we played hours of killer Trivial

Would you marry me anyway?

observes, l i ke our parents we are

Pursuit (none of the five of us are any

Would y o u have my baby?

"enormously invested i n who our ·
chi ldren are and what they are doing."

good at green and we are all good at

Our child-rearing philosophies meet

brown , whatever that says about a

Now we are all in our own Top

l i beral education). But mainly we

Forties. And where have we come to?

i n "discerning their i n terests and

tal ked and talked and reminisced and

In many ways, we represent a between

inclinations and going w i th them . "

s tayed up late, way past our bedtimes

generation, between the aproned, stay

We're trying, not t o superimpose, but

every night. We tromped through

at-home mothers of the Dick and jane

to "u nderstand and facil i tate." Who

Washington, were exhilarated over the

and "Father Knows Best" era on the

knows, there may not be a Furman

American pri m itives at the National

one hand and the dress-for-success

scholar among them.

Gal lery, were moved by the Archives,

cover women of Savvy on the other.

For two of us, our role conflicts as

and were saddened over the hu ngry

We've tried for both worlds; and as

profess ional women hinge on the issue
of child care si nce our chi ldren are still

homeless on the Mall. We tried to

Sandra said a t the time of her belated

explain the Vietnam Memorial to the

1979 induction into Furman 's Phi Beta

small. Ironically, Lucia's clinical

children and to ourselves. We sat on

Kappa chapter, "We couldn't say 'no'

practice often requires that she keep

fat cushions i n a Moroccan restaurant

to either way of life . . . and the price

office hours when her own chi ldren

and ate strange dishes out of a

we pay is eternal fatigue. " We're all in

are home from school. While she,

common bowl w i th no u tensils - we

the center ring of the circus,

herself, has adm i t tedly been blessed

are good friends. We shopped, or more

perform i ng our amazing juggling acts,

with a jewel of a housekeeper, she

accurately looked, in B loomingdale's.

parenthetical women w i th one foot in

deplores the lack of the kind of child

We had an obviously ecumenical

the land of the nurturers and dusters

care in our society that would provide

blessing over our two turkeys while

and the other in the land of the

"a good place for children to be, not

listening to a "45" of the Furman

asserters and microwavers. We

just day care . " One of her fantasies is

Marching Band. Sandra wore her rat

represent a kind of feminist Colossus

to create just such a place. It is

hat; we toasted Garland Carrier; and

of Rhodes, and there probably won ' t

characteristic that Lucia juggles her

we talked about everyone who wasn ' t

be another generation l i ke us.

schedule (and puts i n long, late

there.

Hopefully, there will be no need for

working nights) so that family time

this act to be repeated.

remains a top priority. Too, her

We explored at length how we were
not politically or socially aware or

Attorney Joyce, for example,

housekeeper operates under in

committed i n the sixties. As Sandra

describes the challenges of her various

structions to always put the children,

says, we sat i nnocently i n Camelot

roles as wife-mother-professional

not the house, first.

while the big movements - civil

woman as " a constant struggle to give

rights and emerging feminism and, of

more time to each role . " The struggle

none of u s works a traditional 9 to 5,
40-hour-a-week job. Sandra's lab and

It is typical of our life choices that

course, the war - swept through the

is "sometimes resolved, bu t ebbs and

rest of the country. We were, at best,

flows. " It does get easier, she s m i les, as

teach ing workday starts before sun up;

oblivious then. We were frightened, I

the children get older. It is charac

Judi's ends late i n the evening. Joyce,

remember, by the Cuban Missile Crisis

teristic to note on the subject of time

Lucia and I work disjointed hours to

and comforted by L . D . Johnson. We

that both Joyce and I were "off time"

enable us to be free as much as possible

were shocked by the gunning down of

i n earning our professional degrees.

for parent conferences, soccer games,
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orthodon tist appointments, and the

Joyce describes her home and work

A bove: Formerly the admissions

odd trip to McDonald's. Joyce's

partnership w i th Arnie, "The two of

director for the Tobe-Coburn School

situation is enhanced by living i n a

us work it out all the time, every day. "

of Fash ion Careers in New York City,

planned city, Columbia, Maryland,

I t i s i l l ustrative that a s the eighteen of

judi Frederick Byce has recently

where most activities are w i thin

us sat down to Thanksgiving dinner,

married Gary N. St iles and moved to

walking distance for her children. I

when the inevitable m i lk glass was

Marietta, Ga.

write in the mornings and during

toppled, the nearest father or mother

Abby ' s naptime, bu t rarely after the

or single friend mopped it up and

schoolbus disgorges starving boys i n

whoever saw the trash carried it out.

mid -afternoon.

(Men, however, are better at Trivia

play; and Sandra and I have discovered

green. Is that a sexist statement?)

that in a pinch Scout merit badges can

For those of us who are married, a
significant factor in this exercise i n
goal setting a n d t i m e management is

In all honesty and w i th residual

headed calf costume for the school

be stapled on. Judi's painting has

guilt, i t should be acknowledged that

taken a back seat to her administrative
talents.

the active, involved role our spouses

all of us have eliminated some

enact. In fact, for most of us, as Sandra

formerly required activities. We

says, it's the sharing that's the secret.

seldom bake cookies; but our older

and s ti l l resolve to; but our phone
contact is constant, especially in

We don ' t write letters as we once did

Our husbands play q u i te different

children, male and female, all cook.

parts and have far different attitudes

We dust, but our housekeeping

troubled times that more and more

from those of most of the fathers i n

standards are not what our mothers'

seem to focus on pre-teens and

o u r childhood neighborhoods.

are or were. Irons are not featured

teenagers. We may be behind schedule,

Laundry, carpools, homework,

appliances in our homes, but

but we are never out of touch. We

cooking are - i f not jointly shared -

computer printouts are commonplace.

nurture these friendships and they are

at least cooperatively negotiated. As

My oldest once made his own two-

a top and sustaining priority.
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Left: Lucia Timmerman Horow itz and her lawyer
husband, Eddie, make family time a top priority.
Below : Dr. Horowitz juggles her schedule as a child
psychologist to spend as much time as possible with
her own ch ildren, Laine and Sean. R ight: Sandra
Thomason Greer is a professor of physical chemistry
at the Un iversity of Maryland. Engaged in research to
gain a better understanding of the fundamental
nature of fluids and fluid mixtures, she received the
A w ard for Outstanding A ch ievement in Physical
Science from the Washington A cademy of Sciences
in 1 9 77.
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A n d 'neath her shade t h ey rest
secure,
A n d drin k from w isdom's fountain
pure,

actual alternatives.
From Lucia's point of view, she
can ' t see "that life w i l l get a whole lot
easier for them , " but feels that our

Year's resolution to spend more time
w i th the significant people i n his or
her life.
We have come a long way from

A n d ral ly, loyal sons and true

successors may have "less gui l t -

those "Zoo girls" who preceded us and

'Round our dear A lma Mater.

possibly. Mentally, it w i l l be easier for

who strolled, hatted and gloved,

the m . " She hopes for her own

between DeCamp and Atwood streets

k indergartener the kind of balance she

"wi thout registration until dark," and

Abigail and for others for whom we -

has been able to achieve in her

yet i n many ways we have not come so
far at all . Our consciousnesses may

What lies ahead for Laine and for
this parenthetical generation - serve

personal/professional life: " I hope

as role models? Good grief, we're now

that she w i l l feel as good as I do about

have been raised and our professional

in our fifth decade and are matrons

what's happening when I ' m not

horizons extended and our political

and role models. I t ' s a long way from

there . "

Minus McBee, bpt at least we're not
yet appearing in Geritol or O i l of Olay
commercials.
Sandra sees u s as an "in termediate

Basically, single o r married, w i th

commitments deepened, but our feet
are still planted firmly i n the
tradi tional values by which we were

small children or teenagers or none,
we face t he same daily issues and carry

nurtured. The Alma Mater was

the same mythic expectations from our

updated in the mid-seventies (over the

step" and predicts that our daughters

childhoods. (Lucia and I have been

protest of Yates Laney '28 that we'd

in the next generation will "take better

friends since we were four years old

have to change the institutio n ' s name

care of themselves and be easier on

and shared the coal-fueled "genteel

to Fur-person) to "sons and daughters

themselves . " She feels that "once one

poverty" of the faculty prefabs during

true"; but we are still the heirs of those

has proved that one can do i t all, i t is

the return of the veterans after World

leafy mountain city campuses. It is not

no longer necessary to do i t a l l . " One

War I I . ) As Judi puts it, whatever our

nostalgia for those shel tered days that

outcome of our j uggling may be that

lifestyles, we w i l l always be caught i n

brings us together, nor fond memories

this next generation may, un l i ke us,

the dilemma o f how t o spend our time.

of J udson and Old Main or of old

choose one way of life or another.

The issue, she explains, is i n the

loves and learnings. It is the friend

Judi, from a different experience
and perspective, feels that choices w i l l

tension between " . . . quality time and

ships that were forged there. And in

quality time. A woman asks herself,

our own "between" ways it is still true

b e more clearly defined for women i n

'Do I want to rehearse for the opera or

that " . . . from far coasts her children

t h e future, t h a t there w i l l b e "a better

be with my children ? " ' O f course, the

come/And crown her brow w i th
flowers sweet. "

sense of more options" and that

answer to both questions is, "Yes . "

women will be free " to be more

The point, she concludes, is to keep

selective and focused . " On the other

the choices well i n hand. She cites a

hand, she suspects that women may be

recen t newsletter edi ted by Greenville

programmed early on for one way of

classmate Diane E stridge i n which

life or another, thus restricting their

every respondent had made a New
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RETURN TO
YOKNAPATAWPHA

Article and photographs by Willard Pate
26
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Nineteen years after her first visit to
Faulkner country, Wil lard Pate finds that
the physical l inks between Faulkner's
fiction and his region are coming apart.

I

sped down I-85 from Greenville

county seat of Wil l iam Fau lkner's

to Atlanta, then bumped along

famous Yoknapatawpha County.

winding north Alabama roads leading

According to Fau l kner's own

development, but Rowan Oak remains
appropriately isolated at the end of a
dirt drive, now level, but reputedly

through thick pine forests a l ternating

account, hal fway through Sartoris, his

once pocked with holes Faul kner dug

w i th small country towns. By the time

third of nineteen novels, he "dis

in an effort to discourage visits from

I reached the hills of Mississippi, a

covered that my own little postage

unwelcome reporters, professors and

cold January dusk had settled over the

stamp of native soil was worth writing

li terary ladies who treated him and his

brown stubble in the fields. I drove on

about and that I would never live long

home as if they were public curiosities.

to Oxford in the dark. The trip had

enough to exhaust it. I created a

From the drive, a walkway paved w i th

been uneven tfu l , even monotonous.

cosmos of my own. " Which is not to

slave-made bricks leads through two

Then I came to a stop, made a right

say Faulkner merely used his

rows of ancient cedar trees to the front

turn when the light changed green,

descriptive powers to record his native

entrance of the house.

and a l most yelled out loud, "There it

Lafayette County on paper. Rather his

The house, now owned and care

is!''

imagination transformed his locale -

fully preserved by the University of

My excitement was provoked b y a

its inhabitants, its topography, its

Mississippi, will undoubtedly survive

white courthouse looming out of the

h istory - into art that mirrors the

to put future generations in touch

shadows a block away. Had I seen the

uni versal struggles of mankind.

with some of the fragments from

same sight in any other Mississippi,

Yet because Faulkner's art is so

Fau l kner's physical existence. But even

Alabama, South Carol ina or Georgia

deeply rooted in that locale he knew so

it has not been and will not be

town, I would have passed it by . White

wel l , his works evoke a powerful sense

immune to changes in atmosphere, i f
n o t appearance.

box-shaped courthouses with clock

of place. The visitor to Faulkner

domes, Corin thian columns and

country seems compelled to use his

Confederate soldiers standing

own powers of imagination and

When I first walked through the
front entrance nineteen years ago,

permanent sentry are hardly novelties

observation to discover the relation

Dorothy Oldham, Faulkner's sister-in

i n the rural Sou th. Yet at that

ship between Lafayette County and

law, was hostess at the house which

moment, even the moonlit Parthenon

Yoknapatawpha County. No wonder,

was dosed e:x:c;ept "by appointmen t."

standing solid and eternal atop its rock

then, my epiphanies every time I drive

And to p�rsuade Miss Oldham to make

fortress could have seemed no more

into Oxford and affirm the physical

an appoir.t1tJinent was somewhat akin to

enchanting.

existence of the courthouse described

persuading Cerberus to stop barking

in Faulkner's works and called by him

and showing his three sets of fangs.

I made that first visit to Oxford,
Mississippi, and first saw that court

"the center, the focus, the hub; silting

She took her du ties seriously : Mr.

house al most nineteen years ago. I

looming in the center" of

Faulkner was a private person in l i fe;

went back for my eighth visit this past

Yoknapatawpha.

his home, therefore, would remain

summer. This time daisies and
bullerfly weeds brightened the road

The courthouse, l i ke Yoknapatawpha

private. I t wou ld be opened for those

itself, always seems permanent. To

visitors who came out of respect, bu t it

side and cotton and soybeans grew in

travel the main roads and the byways

would never become a museum

the long June twilight. Still, the drive

branching from the square, however,

catering to the curious, the unfeeling

was slow, and I was weary when I

is to be reminded of impermanence.

or the insensitive. N o one really

made the final turn toward the square.

Year by year Lafayelle County

disputed Miss Oldham's phi losophy,

Yet once again the sight of the court

changes. Year by year the physical

j us t her whims. Her criteria for

house dispersed my lethargy, for once

links between Faulkner's fiction and

separating the sensitive from the

more it seemed a magic link between

his region come apart. Still this slow,

merely curious were known to her

Oxford, county seat of Lafayelle

constant process seems bu t an

alone.

County, Mississippi, and Jefferson,

Left: Rowan Oak, the 1840s home

extension of Yoknapatawpha, a

Somehow Miss Oldham agreed to let

reminder that Faulkner's art captured

me inside. In keeping w i th her

a South not static, but alive and thus

conviction that visitors to Rowan Oak

subject to both loss and change.

were guests and not tourists, she had

Rowan Oak, the 1 840s home

turned the library i n to . a shel ter from

Faulkner bought and restored in the

Faulkner bought and restored i n the

1930s, is now owned and carefully

1 930s, is only a few m inutes away from

preserved by the University of

the courthouse. The area surrounding

newly picked spring daffodils and

M ississippi.

i t is dotted w i th brick suburban

three or four of her personal copies of

Spring, 1 985

the gray January clouds : a fire blazed
and cracked i n the fireplace, a vase of
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A bove: The courthouse remains the same at the center of
O xford, Miss., w h i le a ll around change is evident. Left:
William Fau lkner, w h o died in 1 962, is buried beside his
w ife, Estel le, in St. Peters Cemetery in Oxford.
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Faulkner's later novels were arranged

Gavin Stevens goes "to eat cheese and

l a te forties and early fifties, my uncles

casually on a long table in back of the

crackers and listen to old Mr.

were able to remove the stove, throw

sofa. The effect was probably produced

Garraway curse Calvin Coolidge" i n

out Prince Albert and the hame

less from Dorothy Oldham's hospi tali ty

The Town.

strings, and turn their business into a

and more from proximity to the life of

As significant as these direct

William Faulkner, but for whatever

connections w i th Faul kner is the

reason, I who usually keep my

store's place i n the social history of the

profitable builder's supply company.
Pearl Galloway, owner of the rural
College H i l l Store, kept her stove i n to

emotions to myself, began to cry as I

South. I do not know the specific

the mid-sixties - as well as her

left the house an hour later. Dorothy

history of the College H i l l Store, when

tobacco cutter and her cheese slicer -

Oldham seemed to understand. "You

it was built, by whom, i f it was

but when the farmer migrated to town

are not the first," she said. "Nobel

profitable or not. I know it only as

permanently, or a t least found the

Prize-winners have been so overcome

representative both of those stores

capacity to speed there three or four

at being i n Mr. Faulkner's home that

Faulkner dotted along the rural roads

times a day i n his new Chevrolet

they have wept . " Then she retreated

of Yoknapatawpha and those stores

pickup or used Buick sedan, her

i n to the house, only to return with a

that once dotted the rural roads of the

biggest customers became the handful

daffodil . "I think Mr. Faulkner would

South.

of children who hurried i n to buy
candy or potato chips when the small

wan t you to have this , " she said.

private school across the road let out.

Dorothy Oldham is dead now, and
eccentricity has departed Rowan Oak
with her. The university has scheduled

"Nobel Prize-winners have

visiting hours for anyone wishing to

been so overcome at being

en ter, even the insensitive. And to my
knowledge, no one receives
compli men tary daffodils. The house
has yet to become a Dove Cottage or

in Mr. Faulkner's home that
they have wept. "

heater, al though she continued to cut
wheels of cheddar on her old cheese
cutter and continued to ice the six
ounce bottle "Co-Colas" in her old red
cooler to that delicious point j us t
between freezi n g and bursting. The

Shakespeare's birthplace, complete

labels on the cheap tins of vegetables

w i th guides giving spiels about the
quaint customs of Fau lkner's world :

By the early 1 970s Miss Galloway
had replaced her stove w i th a gas

Compact shopping centers they

and potted meats were fading, bu t the

"In the early part of the twentieth

were. Flour sacked in prin ted cloth

children still rushed i n at recess. And

century, the word processor had not

used later to make Sunday dresses,

visitors i n search of W i lliam

been invented; thus Mr. Faul kner was

fatback crusted w i th salt, red tins of

Faulkner's world still bought sardines

l i m i ted to using the typewriter you see

Prince Albert chewing tobacco, horse

or saltines or those cold "Co-Colas"

on this table. " Such may be Rowan
·
Oak's and the visitor's fate i n the

collars and hame strings - all were

when they came by. Miss Galloway,

there for the farmer to load into his

who admi t ted to l i ttle knowledge

future removed from Faulkner's time

mule-drawn wagon. Sometimes the

about the famous author, kept all new

and place. But for now everyone is free

stores served also as post office,

visitors' names in a series of brown

to linger or hurry, to remain silent or

polling place or magistrate's court, not

spiral notebooks.

to engage the polite graduate student

to mention social center - a role they

on duty in conversation about

shared w i th the church. Faulkner

between the un trodden steps, the heavy

any thing from the South to the

described the setting and the scene

doors were shut, and a permanent

weather.

often, especial l y when he wrote about

closed sign was posted next to a

Varner's Store i n Frenchman's Bend,

rusting reminder to buy Colonial

another Yoknapatawpha hamlet.

bread.

About five miles northwest of the
courthouse and the town center, a
country road winds to the small

When I first walked up three

This summer weeds had grown

College H i l l Store, so necessary to a

community of College H i l l . A marker

sagging steps and across the worn

"forty acres and a mule" economy,

i n front of the small brick Presbyterian

gallery into the one-room College H i l l

survived into the late 1 970s only as an

church explains that it, l i ke Rowan

Store t h a t January day almost n ineteen

anachronism. The mule and the forty

Oak, has a place on the National

years ago, the traditional potbellied

acres did not survive so long.

Register of Historic Buildings: i t was

stove was blazing. As I warmed my

bui l t i n 1 837, garrisoned Union troops

hands I recalled a familiar scene from

Most authors who devote space to
animals celebrate the independence of

during the Civil War, and was the

my early childhood : an overcast winter

the cat, the fidelity of the dog, the

scene of William Fau lkner's marriage

day when weathered, middle-aged

patience of the donkey or the beauty

to Estelle Oldham i n 1 929.
The College H i l l Store diagonally

Georgia farmers in faded overalls

and grace of the horse. B u t Faulkner,

straddled chairs or upturned soft drink

i n keeping w i th his Southern heritage,

across the road has not been stamped

crates and discussed Roosevelt, the

composed odes to the stubbornness of

for preservation by the Department of

war, and the weather while propelling

the mule. I n Sartoris he wrote: "Some

the I n terior, but it too is associated

streams of tobacco j uice i n to the box

Homer of the cotton fields should sing

with William Faulkner. Several scenes

of sand at the base of the iron stove i n

the saga of the mule"; and in The

in the fi l m version of Intruder in the
Dust were shot there, and i t is similar

the back of my grandfather's large

Reivers, his last novel, published over

general store. My grandfather's store

thirty years later, he was still singing

was i n town, so when the war ended

his admiration for the beast "you can

and the building boom began in the

make . . . work for you. But . . . only

to the store i n Seminary H i l l , a small
hamlet i n Yoknapatawpha where
Spring, 1 985
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w i thin his rigid self-set regu lations . . .

A bove: In some p laces around O xford

anything, and his prospects for

[the beast who] w i l l work for you

the coun tryside still looks very much

waiting around for len years for a

patienlly for the chance lo kick you

as it did w hen Faulkner wrote about it.

chance lo kick seem slim indeed.

once . ' '

The colton field may not have

Today Lafayelle County, l i ke the

become as obsolete as the mule, but it

rest of the South, has very few mules

too has changed. For one thing, it has

for anyone to sing about. The long

nostalgia. Dick is an example. H e lives

diversified into soybeans and cattle,

eared beast that pul led the plow across

a few m iles up the road from the

even wheal in some cases. A few

the South cannot, of course, become

College H i l l Store in an enclosure

farmers still sow crops on small

extinct until his parents, the horse and

about the size of two football fields.

acreage, but almost all farmers whose

j ackass, do, but the machine has made

His owner, over 80, thin as the

sole l ivel i hood is the land now

him rare. I, who grew up watching

proverbial rail, rotten of tooth and

cul tivate thousands of acres w i th great

mules plow fields and pull wagons,

much more weathered than his

machines. The farmer who plows forty

now find myself slamming down the

clapboard house, is loquacious about

acres, or even a hu ndred acres, with his

brakes and taking a second look to be

the past, "When I was a boy . . . " The

tractor has another job i n town. And

sure my imagination has not grown

old man's son, who l ives in a brick

the tenant farmer, or sharecropper, has

ears on a horse when occasionally I

house on the other side of Dick's field,

gone lO Chicago, Memphis, Detroit,

spot a mule standing idle in some out

is potbell ied and unweathered. He

Atlanta, or the local m i l l , leaving his

of-the-way field.

says, "Daddy wan ted a mule to plow

houses and churches to crumble on the

the garden. The first one we found

hil lsides.

Ni neteen years ago there were still a
few working mules in Lafayelle

died before we could get him home.

County. Most of these remaining today

We finally found this one. " Dick

going on since the end of World War

seem no more than pels kepl for

himself seems too old to plow

II - longer really, but that's w i thin
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my own memory. I think the story is

Yoknapatawpha and the cedar-shaded

pictures, but she had never seen any of

best told by a rural church on an

cemetery at Sutpen's H undred where

those. She wondered why so many

eroding Lafayette County h i l l s ide.

Mr. Compson and Quentin sought

people wanted to see their house. I

When I first wandered i n to the church

shel ter from the rain late one

asked, "Have you ever heard of

n ineteen years ago, the wi ndows were

afternoon.

broken and the clapboards were
peeling, but out back the hand-lettered
gravestones (the letter s was usually

. . . the rain began to come down again
gray and solid and slow, making no sound,

William Faulkner?" "Seems l i ke I 've
heard people where I works cal l his
name, but I don ' t know him," she

Quentin not yet aware of j ust where they

replied. "He's dead now , " I explained,

wri tten backward) had recen tly been

were because he had been riding with his

and added that he was a famous writer

decorated with flowers - some real ,

head lowered against the drizzle, until he

who describes a house s i m i lar to theirs.

some artificial. With some difficu l ty I

looked up the slope before them where the

found the s i te again this su mmer. The

wet yellow sage died upward into the rain

building had collapsed into a heap of
rotting boards and shingles, and the
gravestones were lost i n the brambles.
There were no flowers.
Another s i te I visited n i neteen years
ago was the Jones house. Several
people named jones as well as a
woman whose surname was Bond are
buried in the family cemetery there.
Faulkner had used the two names for
i mportant characters in A bsalom,
A bsalom! and though I was not
presumptuous enough to assume the
cemetery as Faulkner's source for the
names I found the coincidence more
than merely i n teresting.
The rotting plantation house was
occupied by an old black woman, her
daughter, and a host of grandchildren.
The old woman, Helen Sisk, directed

l i ke melting gold and he saw the grove, the
cl u m p of cedars on the crest of the h i l l
dissolving i n t o t h e rain a s if t h e trees had
been drawn in i n k on a wet blouer - the
cedars beyond which . . . would be the oak
grove and the grey huge rouing deserted
house . . .

When I emerged from the cedar
grove shivering, Helen Sisk and her
daugh ter invited me inside the house. I
accepted and was led to the big iron
stove i n the first room on the right of
the wide entrance hal l . This stove was
the only source of heat i n the house;
thus the entire fam i l y lived in two
rooms and a k i tchen. Beds with deep
sunken mattresses covered by faded,
clean spreads seemed to j u t out of
every corner.
For a long while we sat around the

me to the small cemetery hidden in the

stove and talked. The daughter showed

low-hanging cedars and tall sedge off

me a much-handled snapshot of the

The old woman joi ned in. "One
man, he come out here and took
pictures, and give me a nickel for each
of my grandch i l u n . " Her smile was
w i de, but the rest of her face, turning
now to a rich chocolate under the
influence of the heat, was typically
inscrutable. I could not read the eyes. I
was, however, enough of a rural
Southerner to understand the meaning
behind the words. I was being asked to
give her a few coins "for the
grandchildren" before I ended my
visit.
The conversation continued, but I
do not remember much of what we
said, for I was thinking of Fau l kner.
He had captured, at least from the
w h i te perspective, the relationship
between Southern w h i tes and blacks
l i ke Helen Sisk when he wrote i n The
Sound and the Fury:
. . . that blending of childlike and ready
incompetence and paradoxical reliability

to the side of the house. The air was

house (completely out of focus) that a

damp and cold, and a light rain had

friend had taken. Many w h i te people,

and withal a fond and unflagging tolerance

begun to fal l , but I pushed on through

she said, had come to the house to take

for whi tefolk ' s vagaries l ike that of a

that tends and protects them that i t loves . . .

the thicket toward the old graves.
My love for A bsalom, A bsalom!; the
two names in the ancient cemetery; the
old house i n the distance; the drizzling
rai n on a damp, cold, sunless after
noon - all combined to play on my
imagination and, for a brief, flickering
instant anyway, half convinced me
I had been transported to

Dr. Willard Pate, w h o teaches English
at Furman, first visited O xford in 1 967
and her article, "Pilgrimage to
Yoknapatawpha," appeared in the
w inter 1 969 issue of the Furman
Magazine. Some portions of her first
article are repeated in t h is account of
her most recent trip. A n admirer of
m u les, she spotted Dick in a field a few
m iles up the road from the Col lege
Hill Store.
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grandparent for unpredictable and
troublesome children . . .

Faulkner had also understood that

"Faulkner's Mississippi
would soon become as

such a relationship was degrading to

difficult to locate

both black and whi te. The black had

as Dickens' London. "

mastered such a role i n order "to

new works, Faulkner seemed to lament
such changes :
. . . gone now were the last of the forest
trees which had followed the shape of the
Square, shading the unbroken second-story
balcony onto which the lawyers and

survive i n a m inority." Perhaps it had

doctors' offices had opened . . . and now

taught him the hu mility that

gone even the balcony itself with its

characterized his race - a race, i n

of disorder on what was once the

Faulkner's o w n words, of "gentle and

garden. Inside, the plaster had fallen

long summer afternoons the l awyets would

tender people, a little more so than

and the floor boards had rotted. I t will

prop their feet to talk .. . . gone was the last

white people because they have had to

not even be here when I come back, I

wagon to stand on the Square during the

be; a l i ttle wiser in their dealings w i th

thought.

white people than white people are

Over breakfast the next morning I

wrought-iron balustrade on which in the

spring and su mmer and fall Saturdays and
trading days, and not only the Square but
the streets leading into i t were paved now,

w i th them . . . . " B u t still it denied the

considered all the changes that had

black his inherent dignity. And the

occurred i n Lafayette County through

white man, by forcing the black man

the years. I knew that Faulkner's

capable of moving faster than thirty miles

to survive through su bservience, had

Yoknapatawpha was permanent. It

an hour . . .

yielded to the worst i n his own nature.

would be subj ect to changing

In Faulkner's Go Down, Moses,

interpretations certainly, but i ts

Roth Edmonds, a young boy, has

characters and scenes would, l i ke the

spent his early childhood eating,

figures on Keats' Grecian urn, be

playing, hun ting, sometimes sleeping,

forever fixed. One need bu t thumb

with fixed signs of i n terdiction and
admonition applicable only to something

Yet despi te his lament, his backward
glance, Faulkner knew that not to
change was to become sterile. He dealt
harshly w i th his characters whose
inflexible stewardship of tradition led

w i th a black companion his own age.

through printed pages to find, arrested

Then one day Roth demands that his

for man 's eternity, the wagon tied

to stagnation and moral i m potenc;e.

friend move out of the big bed and

beneath the oak tree; the mule,

And he reserved his greatest accolades

sleep on a pallet on the floor, for no

motionless except' for ears twitching to

reason except that " the old curse of his

shoo the buzzing flies; the men j awing

fathers, the old haughty ancestral

around the stove.

pride based not on any value but on an

Even so, I could not help lamenting

accident of geography stemmed not

the disappearing links between

from courage and honor but wrong

Yoknapatawpha and a changing

and shame, descended on h i m . "

Lafayette County. Faulkner's

The same curse h a s descended t o a l l

Mississippi would soon become as

Southern w h i tes, I thought, a s I

difficult to locate as Dickens' London.

continued to sit there in the warm

I realized that the mule and wagon on

room. As I left, I would dig into my

the unpaved country road and the

purse and produce a few nickels;

warm stove at the end of the l i ne were

Helen Sisk would accept them w i th an

hardly deserving of eternal existence

for those characters whose adaptability
led to a synthesis of the best of the past
w i th the best of progress.
Eventually I was aroused from my
reverie about Faulkner and a changing
South by the laughter surrounding a
booth to the right of my breakfast
table. The customers were a well
dressed black couple who seemed to
have ordered the entire menu. Platters
of eggs and bacon, pancakes and
sausage, biscuits and toast, butter and
syrup continued to arrive as two thin

ou tstretched hand and a wide grin.

simply because of their picturesqueness.

white wai tresses scurried back and

Each of us would have played the

But their disappearance and replace

forth from kitchen to booth. I

proper part i n the outmoded drama.

ment by acres of chrome at the K-Mart

recognized the black woman from the

But I would feel a l i ttle embarrassment

seemed to signify more than the

previous morning when she had

and much shame because the time had

simple loss of a li terary landscape.

not yet come when Southern whites

Faulkner h i mself understood the

and blacks could base their relation

problem. The world he created in

ships on respect for individual human

Yoknapatawpha changes constantly.

worth. And Helen Sisk - she had

Saw mills replace the woods;

learned her role too well for me, a

automobiles replace wagons; washing

white person, ever to know what

machines replace iron wash pots.

feelings she might long ago have

Plantations are ravished by war and

surpressed.
I have returned �o the Jones house

time. Merchants and bankers flourish.
Old families lose their money and

on subsequent trips to Lafayette

social positions or die out; new ones

County. Even seventeen years ago

take their places.

Helen Sisk was gone, the house

These changes i n Yoknapatawpha,

unoccupied and the cedar trees i n the

like most changes, are ambiguous and

graveyard cut down. This summer the

ambivalent. Some reflect material

old ruin was barely standing behind a

progress, but at the price of a Southern

cleaned my room. Her day off, I
realized, and she's brought her
husband for a complimentary
breakfast.
I sat there watching the group of
four - two blacks and two whites who
knew each other; two blacks who were
being served by two whites laughing, at ease w i th each other,
clearly accepting of each other. I knew
I cou ld not have w i tnessed such a
scene nineteen years earlier. I felt
Faulkner would be glad of this
change.

D

R ig h t : The owner of Dick, the m u le,

mass of vines, shaggy cedar trees,

culture not only less picturesque and

abandoned tractors, and day l i l lies

homogeneous, but also less personal.

likes to talk about the days w hen he

stubbornly defying the encroachment

I n Req uiem for a Nun, as i n so many

was a boy in Lafayette County.
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